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Abstract: High-speed networks put new demands on the implementation of communication 
protocols. Parallel protocol implementations have been proven as an appropriate way to 
significantly increase the performance of communication software. In the paper, we present a 
portable Estelle compiler, called PARES, for semiautomatically deriving parallel protocol 
implementations from formal descriptions in Estelle. PARES is an extension of the PET/DINGO. 
It is designed to generate parallel executable code which can be included in real 
implementations. The paper gives an overview of the structure of PARES, the main 
implementation issues, and its application. Finally, we present first results of its optimization. 
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1 Introduction 

High-speed communications put new demands on the efficiency of communication software. 
Transmission rates of 100 MBit/s and more, as provided by the new communication 
technologies and the increasing requirements of new applications, e.g. in the multimedia area, 
have moved the performance bottleneck to the communication software. There are essentially 
two possibilities to increase the performance of the communication software: to design new 
specialized high-speed protocols (light-weight protocols) and the parallel implementation of 
protocols on multi-processor architectures, which is considered here. 

Parallel implementations of communication protocols have been proven as an appropriate way 
to significantly increase the performance of communication software. Prototype 
implementations have shown that they can fulfill high-speed communication demands [Zitt 89, 
92], [LaPo 93]. 

Parallel protocol implementations use the parallelism inherent in protocols. They try to increase 
the efficiency of the implementation by executing pa1ts of the protocol in parallel on a 
multiprocessor system. The main issue for parallel protocol implementations is to derive 
appropriate, simultaneously executable implementation structures. This is not a straight
forward process. It depends on the way the protocol is specified and on the architecture of the 
target multiprocessor system [Giar 89]. Each implementation requires, therefore, a careful 
analysis of the protocol and the communication architecture in which it is implemented. 
Currently, several approaches are reported to ill}prove the performance of protocol 
implementations by parallelism e.g. [Zitt 91], [R\lpP 91], [Enge 94]. They often use specialized 
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description and implementation techniques. Formal description techniques (FDTs) have been 
rarely used in this process. The application of FDTs would have a favorable effect because it 
permits profiting from the benefits ofFDTs for validation and semi-automated code generation. 
It allows the use of existing, validated formal specifications of communication protocols and 
avoids new expensive descriptions of the protocols in other description techniques. 

Parallel implementations based on formal description are mainly used for prototyping and 
experimentation [Jard 90], [SiSt 93]. They lead to a better understanding of the protocol 
behavior. Since performance requirements are not that essential for prototyping these tools are 
designed for validation rather than for the generation of efficient code to be included in a 
product implementation. An approach for deriving efficient parallel implementations that run 
under the operating system OSF/1 is described in [FiHo 94]. 

In the paper, we present a portable compiler for the FDT Estelle [ISO 89], called PARES 
(PARallel EStelle), for semi-automatically deriving parallel executable implementations. The 
objective of the PARES development is to generate parallel executable code from Estelle 
specifi-cations which can run in a real environment, e.g. on a multiprocessor platform in a front
end system of a network node. PARES is based on the PET/DINGO [SiSt 93]. It possesses 
another runtime system that supports portable implementations on multiprocessor platforms. 
The run-time system uses new concepts for the mapping of the parallel units on processes, for 
their scheduling strategy and for the embedding into the operating system. In addition, PARES 
implements the asynchronous module concept proposed in [ErGo 94]. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of the PARES compiler 
and discuss the main design decisions and implementation issues. Section 3 reports about the 
application, measurements and the results of a first optimization of PARES. Finally, in the 
conclusions, we give a survey on the next research steps. 

2 The PARES Compiler 

In this section, we describe the structure and the implementation of the PARES compiler. We 
discuss the design decisions, the differences with PET/DINGO and the main implementation 
issues. Before discussing these topics in detail we first give an overview about the types of 
parallelism accepted by the PARES compiler. 

2.1 Parallelism in PARES 

Formal descriptions of communication protocols are usually not elaborated with regard to later 
parallel implementations. Moreover, FDTs do not possess language features which sufficiently 
support the explicit specification of parallel structures. The derivation of parallel 
implementations from formalized protocol specifications is, therefore, a complicated process 
because parallel behavior is often not explicitly described in the specification. It requires a 
careful inspection of the specification to recognize parallel executable parts. 

There are different appearances of parallelism in protocols [Giar 89], [Zitt 89], [Gold 92]: 
parallelism between protocol layers (vertical parallelism), parallelism within a layer (horizontal 
parallelism), parallelism per data unit (replications), parallelism within an entity and layer
independent parallelism. These appearances are usually merged and do not appear separately. 
To describe the parallelism we distinguish between parallel units and parallel structures [HEHK 
92]. 
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Parallel Units (PUnits) are single structures within a communication protocol that can be 
applied for parallel executions. Dependent on the granularity, PUnits may be, for instance, 
layers, instances, subsystems (e.g. sender/receiver part), protocol functions, and replications. 
Some of these structures (layers, entities) can be directly derived from the communication 
architecture, e.g. the OSI reference model. Other structures are derived by further functional 
refinement of the protocol structures. For a concrete implementation, PUnits can be composed 
in simultaneously executable structures. Such a functional arrangement of PUnits (e.g. layer 
pipelines, arrays of protocol functions) is called a parallel structure. 

The derivation ofPUnits from an Estelle specification can be divided in two steps: the analysis 
of the explicit specified parallelism and the search for implicit parallelism contained in the 
specification [HeKo 92]. 

The explicit parallelism is given by the specification. It is determined by the Estelle language 
features, in particular by the attribution principles that define the module structure, the 
relations between the modules and the rules of how the right to fire a transition is passed. They 
also define which modules can be executed in parallel. 

The implicit parallelism refers to further potential parallelism in Estelle modules that is not yet 
apparent but which can be discovered by using information about the context of the specifi
cation. The search for implicit parallelism is useful when the explicit specified parallelism is 
poor due to subjective decisions of the specifier. This situation is not so rare in practice. The 
PUnits that can be recognized by searching for implicit parallelism are subsystems, sender/ 
receiver parts and protocol functions [HeKo 92]. Implicit parallelism in a formal specification 
can be found by a formal inspection of the source code using, for instance, the principles of 
parallel decomposition of finite automata [Ditt 93]. 

The practical application of such an approach has shown that the recognition of implicit 
parallelism is possible but only useful if the found PUnit contains a minimum number of 
statements (in our experiment about 30 statements, see Figure 1) [Held 94] to compensate the 
communication overhead produced by the decomposition. Furthermore, the experiment pointed 
out that rewriting a specification to explicitly specify PUnits and parallel structures is not that 
simple because dependencies within the specification have to be taken into account. For that 
reason, it is recommended that potential parallelism should be explicitly expressed in the 
specification from the very beginning of the design. 
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As argued in [BrGo 94] there are important limitations of expressing parallelism in Estelle. 
They propose to extend the attribution of Estelle modules by the attributes asynchronous 
process and asynchronous systemprocess to allow the dynamic creation of asynchronously 
parallel child modules. They are not part of the transition round of their parent modules. This 
extension increases the degree of parallelism that can be expressed in Estelle. It gives the 
opportunity to express the potential parallelism of the problem as a prerequisite for deriving 
efficient parallel implementations. 

I ) B(nm): Instances ofB(n) 

Figure 2: Types of parallelism accepted by PARES 

Taking these aspects into account the PARES compiler is supposed to support only the explicit 
parallelism in Estelle for the generation ofPUnits. In addition, it implements the asynchronous 
module concept. Thus the following appearances of parallelism expressed in Estelle can be 
recognized (see Figure 2): 

System modules, i.e. modules with the attributes systemprocess and systemactivity, 
that are fully independent from each other (asynchronous parallelism). 

2 Process and activity modules that are included in a systemprocess module on the 
same hierarchical level, i.e., there is no parent-child relation between them 
(synchronous parallelism). 

3 Instances of a module type that are dynamically created and destroyed. They can, 
for instance, be used for the simultaneous handling of connections (special case of 
(2)). 

4 Asynchronous modules as described in [BrGo94]. 
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2.2 Design and Implementation of PARES 

The implementation of an Estelle compiler that supports the derivation of real implementations 
on a multiprocessor system, that includes the extensions in the attribution rules, and that is 
portable required a couple of changes in relation to the original compiler used - the PET/ 
DINGO. These changes and extensions are described in the following. 

Note that these changes have no influence on the Estelle semantics realized by the PET/DINGO 
except the asynchronous extension. The PARES includes all parts of the PET/DINGO which 
implement the Estelle semantics. The structure of the PARES is similar to the PET/DINGO 
structure (see Figure 3). The differences concern the runtime system. It includes new features 
to realize the mapping on a multiprocessor system and to provide portability. For that reason 
PARES is a new compiler and not another transformation of the PET/DINGO to a special 
hardware platform or operation system. 

PET/DINGO 

tandard 
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runtime sy tem 
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RPCs 

UNIX-proces 
management 

Component 

Scanner 

Parser 

Codegenerator 
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library 

Communication 
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site_server 

PARES 

Standard 
Estelle+ 
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extension 

LINDA 

global_server 
local_server 
own thread management 

Figure 3: Structure of the PET/DINGO and the PARES compiler 

The first version of PARES has been implemented for the parallel computer DSM INFINITY 
8000/8, a multiprocessor system that consists of a host processor and 8 processor nodes. The 
INFINITY 8000/8 is characterized by the following parameters: 

• Host: CPU Intel 80486 

• Nodes: CPU i 860, 40 MHz, 8 MByte local RAM 

• Operating System: UNIX V/3 .2 (host), specialized driver programs (nodes) 

• Topology: 2x 2 x 2 hypercube or ring 

• Communication: ElSA-bus (host-node), T255-transputer (node-node) 

• Communication concepts: LINDA model [CaGe 90] and message passing 
(transputers) 
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The changes and extensions that have to be introduced can be divided into system-independent 
and system-dependent changes.The system-independent changes are those changes that are 
independent from the hardware basis and concern only the Estelle source code (scanner, parser, 
code generator of PARES). These are the changes caused by the introduction of the 
asynchronous attribute. The system-dependent changes concern the runtime system of the 
compiler. They are related to the hardware basis for which the implementation is made. These 
changes comprise the development of new strategies for the mapping of PUnits, for their 
scheduling and for the communication between them. 

2.2.1 Asynchronous Modules 

We designed a new object for asynchronous modules that was included into the runtime library. 
The object was derived from the systemprocess module. It differs in the following methods: 

• Message exchange - Asynchronous modules can be handled like system modules 
because their behavior is similar in this case. Both kinds of modules are handled as 
separate PUnits. They use the same mechanism of message exchange. 

• Change of the communication structure- The asynchronous module semantics require 
that the parent module may change the communication channel of the child modules. 
There arises a conflict when an asynchronous child instance currently uses the 
communication channel. To solve this issue an additional synchronization is required. 

• Termination of a child module instance - A synchronization is also needed when 
asynchronous modules are deleted to prevent interrupting the execution of a transition 
(atomicity oftransitions) [ISO 89]. 

• Access to exported variables - As indicated in [BrGo 94] the access to exported 
variables is not allowed. This is an issue of updating because exported variables can 
be accessed by the parent module and child modules. If there is a need to use exported 
variables, it can be done by using messages or by placing them into the virtual shared 
memory of PARES (see below). 

2.2.2 Mapping 

An important task in the implementation of a code generator for an parallel Estelle compiler is 
the mapping of PUnits onto the programming level of the operation system. Traditionally, 
processes (tasks) are used for this, as e.g. in the PET/DINGO implementation. In modern 
multiprocessor operation systems like OSF/1 [OSF 91] light-weight processes - so-called 
threads - have been proven to be more efficient. In the PARES implementation, PUnits are 
therefore mapped onto threads. Such a solution requires, however, that the target operation 
system supports threads. This cannot be always guaranteed in practice. To ensure the portability 
of the PARES compiler the thread management was therefore integrated into the PARES 
runtime system. 

The mapping strategy in PARES is based on the following principle. Each specification is 
transferred into a program that contains all PUnits. The program is handled as an operating 
system process. It is loaded onto each processor (see Figure 4). The PUnits included in the 
program are processed as threads. The thread management of the PARES runtime system 
includes the registration, the allocation and deallocation of PUnits and their scheduling (see 
below). 
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Figure 4: PARES mapping strategy 
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The communication mechanism of the PET/DINGO runtime system is based on UNIX-sockets 
and RPCs (Remote Procedure Call). It supports a pure message-passing mechanism.This 
solution only supports applications which run on one or more UNIX workstations or similar 
equipped platforms. To provide a portable solution a new more common communication 
mechanism had to be introduced. In the area of parallel applications there is a broad variety of 
well-known products which can be used for the communication between parallel processes, e.g. 
PVM, MPI, P4 and LINDA. In our implementation we use the LINDA model [CaGe 90]. 

LINDA is a memory model that together with the used programming language forms a dialect 
for parallel programming, e.g. C-LINDA. It is based on a logically shared associative memory, 
called Tuple Space. A tuple is an ordered set of fields. There are three functions for handling 
data tupels: insert, read and remove which are used to implement the whole communication. 

LINDA is a model, not a tool. It represents a particular way of thinking about parallel 
programming. LINDA can be realized in different ways and in different contexts. C-LINDA, 
for example, is one of many possible realizations. Currently, LINDA implementations exist for 
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about twenty different platforms. LINDA supports simple and efficient programming. It 
relieves the user from the organization of the low-level communication. Programs need not to 
be changed if the number of processors changes. 

In the PARES implementation, LINDA forms the interface between the PARES-runtime system 
and the multiprocessor platform. For transferring the PARES compiler onto another platform 
only LINDA has to be reimplemented (if it is not available on that platform). 

Since LINDA represents a common communication model, a certain loss of efficiency 
compared with the direct access to the hardware is unavoidable. However, the efficiency of the 
LINDA interface can be influenced by its implementation, i.e., LINDA is as fast as it is 
implemented. In the INFINITY implementation, an assembler implementation of LINDA is 
currently used. The Tuple Space is located on the host. The connection between the host and the 
i860 nodes is realized by a 32 bit bus with 19 MBits/s. 

2.2.4 PUnit Scheduling 

The PUnit scheduling strategy has a crucial impact on the efficiency of the runtime system and 
thus on the performance of the whole implementation. The mapping principle discussed above 
and the implementation of the asynchronous module concept made a new PUnit scheduling 

strategy necessary. It replaces the PET/DINGO site_server (see Figure 3). 

PARES distinguishes two PUnit scheduling levels: the global scheduling and the local 

scheduling (see Figure 5). 

The goal of the global scheduling is to optimize the execution of the PUnits in the global scale 
and to control the assignment of the PUnits to the processors. The global scheduling function is 
implemented in the global_server that is allocated on a separate processor to ensure the needed 
efficiency. The global_server realizes the initialization phase and all PUnit state changes (see 
below). 

The local scheduling manages the execution of the PUnits on the local processor. It is 
implemented in the /ocal_server that rurns on every processor used for the implementation. The 
work of the local_server is controlled by the global_server by exchanging messages. For the 
local scheduling of the PUnits, a time-sharing mechanism is implemented. It becomes active 
when several PUnits run on one processor. The duration of a time slice can be parameterized 
by the user. 

The implemented PUnit scheduling strategy is based on state models for the processors and the 
PUnits. A processor can be in two states: 

• empty (no running PUnit on it) or 

• active (running a PUnit). 

The PUnit state model distinguishes five states (see Figure 5): 

• sleeping: PUnits not yet started and finished PUnits 

• pending: PUnits called for execution and waiting for their first start 

• running: PUnits running on a processor 

• waiting: PUnits waiting either for a new. time slice or a message 
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• asking: PUnits that have received a message and want to continue their execution. 

Figure 5: Implementation of the PUnit scheduling strategy 

Based on these two state models the following PUnit scheduling algorithm is applied: 

Initialization phase: All PUnits are put in the state sleeping. The processors are set 
empty. The PUnits specified to run first are transferred into the state pending. 

2 Running phase: At the beginning of the running phase the global_server allocates 
pending PUnits to the processors. Then it sends a starting message to the 
local_servers to start the execution of the PUnits. The consumption of the time 
slices is supervised by the global_server. When a time slice is finished it sends an 
interrupt message to the local_server that executes the PUnit. The local_server 
confirms the interrupt by a message. Next, the global_server selects a new PUnit 
for execution. It executes the following steps: 

a) First, pending PUnits are allocated until there are no further PUnits in that state. 
Pending PUnits are handled first because the application demands their 
execution. 

b) Then, the asking PUnits are considered in the same manner. They can continue 
their execution because they have the needed message. 

c) Finally, PUnits waiting for a new time slice are considered. 

To prevent deadlocks a PUnit suspends itself when it waits for a message. The 
PUnit that frees its processor is moved in the state waiting. A message is sent to 
the global_server to select a new PUnit. This avoids having that PUnits block the 
pro-cessor while waiting for m6!isages of possibly nonactive PUnits. The 
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global_server is also activated when new pending PUnits appear and there are still 
empty pro-cessors. 

3 Termination phase: In principle, the running phase is continued endlessly. But a 
mechanism is implemented to terminate the execution when this is required. It 
transfers all PUnits into the state sleeping. Then the application stops. 

For the PUnit scheduling algorithm a management data base is needed that contains all 
information to control the PUnits and the processors. The information is stored in tuples, one 
for each PUnit and processor. The PUnit tuple consists of the PUnit name, the number of the 
assigned processor, the current state, parameters for the time slice management, and counters. 
The processor tuple includes the processor number, the name of the running PUnit, the current 
state, and the number of waiting PUnits. In the first version of PARES, the management data 
base is stored in the Tuple Space on the host. This was an obvious solution because a central 
implementation of the data base is supported by the LINDA concept. 

3 Measurements and First Optimizations of PARES 

In a first application the PARES compiler has been applied to the Estelle specification of the 
LLC-3 protocol [ISO 88]. The protocol is an extension of the LLC protocol used in local area 
networks. It provides 3 connectionless services to send, exchange and reply to data units. The 
Estelle specification of the LLC-3 protocol has about 1000 lines. In our experiment we chose 
the type 3 operation mode. It provides an acknowledged connectionless mode data unit 
exchange service which permits a station both to send data and to request the return of data at 
the same time. The structure of the Estelle specification used is depicted in Figure 6. It consists 
of 3 systemprocess modules. The Network and MAC modules simulate the work of their 
(sub )layers. They are used as interfaces to control the experiments and to set the needed 
parameters, e.g. the number of service requests. 

specification experiment 

I module network systemprocess I 
I 

module llc3 systemprocess-
I timer_J 

I timer 2 

module timcr_ l - module llc3_cnginc process 
process r-

r----

I 
I module ~c systemprocess 

Figure 6: Structure of the LLC-3-Estelle specification 

Performance Evaluation 
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In order to estimate the performance of the first PARES version we have compared it with two 
PET/DINGO realizations. The first one runs on a SunSparc station 10 under the operation 
system SunOS 4.1.3, the other on a transputer system with 16 T805 transputers under the 
operation system PARIX 1.2 [HeHu 95). To get comparable results we first tested the processor 
performance. For this, we run the same implementation of the LLC-3 on all three systems 
without communication, i.e., the whole application only consists of one PUnit. In each run 1000 
PDUs were processed. Figure 7 presents the results of the measurements. It shows that the Sun 
processor and the i860 processor need the same time to execute the protocol. The T805 
processor is ten times slower. 

i660 

sun processor 

transputer 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 

execution time !sec] 

Figure 7: Performance of used processors 

The next experiment compares the communication mechanisms of the 3 compilers. The original 
PET/DINGO on Sun workstation uses UNIX-sockets for realizing the communication. The 
transputer implementation exploits a synchronous communication mechanism given by the 
operation system PARIX. The PARES and the transputer implementations are parallel ones (the 
PUnits are systemprocess modules which are executed on separate processors). The PET/ 
DINGO Sun implementation is not parallel (the PUnits are systemprocess modules, but are 
executed on a single processor). Figure 8 depicts the measurements. The results show that the 
LINDA implementation is about four times faster than the synchronous communication 
mechanism of the transputers and as fast as the communication with UNIX-sockets. The 
application with the Sun workstation is a little bit faster because it does not communicate via 
the network whereas the PARES uses the Tuple Space for communication. 

0 100 200 300 400 500 

execution time !sec] 

Figure 8: Comparison of communication mechanisms 

These measurements show that the current PARES version using the common communication 
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mechanism LINDA has the same performance as the PET/DINGO Sun implementation. 
However, a further improvement of the efficiency of the LINDA implementation is expected, 
e.g. by avoiding the message passing mechanism that is currently still used. This is caused by 
the partial utilization of the old communication mechanism applied in the PET/DINGO. 

Changing the Configuration 

In the third experiment we changed the number of PUnits. We produced 3 different LLC-3 
implementations with the following PUnits (see Figure 9): 

• A: NETWORK, LLC-3 and MAC 

• B: NETWORK and (LLC-3 +MAC) 

• C: (NETWORK + LLC-3 +MAC) 

(Note that an additional PUnit belongs to the application that represents the specification. If the 
specification module is without an attribute it processes only the initialization of the application 
and is terminated after this action.) 

In addition, we considered the effect of using replications. The configuration C was stepwise 
multiplied on all processors (configuration C2,C3, C4, Cs,C6,C7 ) . Every time the same number 
of PDUs (1000) was processed. Further we compared our measurements with the 
implementation of configuration C generated by the EECT -tool [HeKo 95] which possesses an 
optimized implementation model. The results of the measurements are presented in Figure 9. 

The measurements show that the single-processor implementations (C, C/EECT) were faster 
than the parallel implementations (A, B). Further they confirmed that replications of the 
implementation can significantly increase the efficiency. 
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Figure 9: Distribution of the application 

The reason for the slower parallel implementations can be explained by the additional 
communication overhead. A rule applies to parallel implementations: the parallel units should 
run long and should not communicate frequently. If the PUnits are small and communicate 
much and the processors are powerful parallel processing slows down the execution. Therefore 
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the whole protocol stack should be considered for parallel implementations. PUnits can 
comprise then one or more protocols or time-consuming protocol parts as, for instance, encoder/ 
decoders. 

Management Data Base 

Another approach to optimize the PARES considers the management data base that contains all 
information to manage the PUnits and processors. As mentioned above in the first 
implementation of the new site_server a central management data base is foreseen that is stored 
in the Tuple Space. Such an implementation is facilitated by the LINDA concept. The Tuple 
Space, however, is an indivisible resource that can be accessed by only one processor at the 
same time. This requires the synchronization of the access which has a remarkable effect if a lot 
of global data is stored in the Tuple Space. Therefore, we have divided the management data in 
a little set of global data that is stored as before in the global data base and a set of local data 
that is only used by the local_server and stored in the local processor memory. Further, special 
data structures and counters needed only by the global_server have been moved to the local 
memory of the global_server. Only those data that are of global interest have remained in the 
Tuple Space. The results of this optimization (2/ .. ) in relation to the first version (11 .. ) are 
represented in Figure 10. They show an improvement of the runtime of about 25 percent. The 
measurements have been performed with a minimum ( . ./1) and maximum (../4) distribution of 
the application, and with 250, 500 and 750 PDUs. 
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Figure 10: Management optimization 

Variation of the Time Slice 

pdus 

Another possibility for optimization is the duration of the time slice after which the site_server 
for the new PUnit scheduling is invoked. Too short a time slice causes a needlessly frequent 
invocation of the site_server which slows down the PUnit execution. A longer duration of the 
time slice may hinder other PUnits. Figure I I shows the dependence on the execution time on 
the size of the time slice. 
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Figure 11: Variation of the time slice 

4 Conclusion and Outlook 

We have described the new portable Estelle compiler PARES for generating parallel executable 
code. It is based on the PET/DINGO compiler. PARES is a tool development for generating 
efficient implementations that can be included in real environments. It has a different runtime 
system to meet the new requirements of a parallel implementation. In addition, it implements 
the asynchronous module concept proposed in [BrGo 94] to improve the handling of parallelism 
in Estelle specifications. 

For the PARES runtime system a new mapping concept, a new PUnit scheduling strategy and 
another embedding of the runtime system into the operating system have been implemented. 
The basic concepts of the implementation are multithreading programming and the 
communication concept LINDA which constitutes the interface between the PARES runtime 
support and the multiprocessor system. It allows the portation of PARES. The runtime system 
was first implemented for the DSM INFINITY 8000/8. A port on the KSR-computer (operating 
system OSF/1) at the University Mannheim is under way. 

Furthermore, we have reported our first results of the application ofthe PARES. They show that 
the efficiency of the first version is in the range of the PET/DINGO. A remarkable better 
efficiency is expected, as described, by further optimizations. For this, the implementation 
model of PARES that determines the implementation architecture of the generated 
implementations [HeKo 95] will be considered in detail. The performance of the chosen 
algorithms will be assessed for optimization or replacement. Optimizations are expected for the 
following parts: code generation, runtime libraries and PUnit scheduling. In addition, we will 
measure the influence of the LINDA-concept on the implementation. 

Currently, we are preparing further measurements of the PARES with a larger application. We 
will use the XTP-Estelle specification [Budk 93]. The results of the implementation will be 
compared with hand-coded implementations (e.g. [Zitt 91], [Hei 92], [Metz 94]) to evaluate to 
what extent automatically generated code can reach the efficiency of hand-coded 
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also evaluate the effects of the asynchronous module concept that could not be measured with 
the LLC-3 protocol used for the first experiments. Considering our results with parallel imple
mentations so far, we have the impression that the parallelism within a protocol will not have 
the main impact but that larger effects can be expected in protocol stacks. Therefore, we are 
implementing several experimental protocol stacks for further experiments. 
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